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“It is only shallow people who do not judge by appearances. The true mystery of the 
world is the visible, not the invisible....”  

― Oscar Wilde, The picture of Dorian Gray.  
 
 
PLANETA SANDRA 
_an explorative approach to emotional oddities and shallowness revealed. 
 
 
We might as well acknowledge it: Emotions are creatures.  
 
Understanding is a dangerous endeavour, and there is no right way of doing it, or even 
"controlling it". Humans have built everything around it. All we do, feel, say and think, 
lies underneath the spirit of understanding. We live and suffer by it. And we give our 
lives for it. But what else could we do? We are voracious. And weird.  
 
 
What are we? 
 
Seen from afar, every single thing around us (humans), represents (for us) a certain 
understanding. We know that, if something exists, it is because a certain mind brought 
it to life. Natural or not, if something is "here", it was "made". Our common belief is that 
we´re all part of a harmoniously created universe, and that we are deeply aware of what 
(or who) "made us". Do we really know it?  
 
 
We are planets. 
 
Sandra Cordero (Cuba, 1979) is taking on a difficult task: Exploring the depths of her 
inner self, in search of whatever triggers her (and everybody else´s) forbidden drives and 
desires. Justified lust, logical greed, capitalist hunger, elegant envy, tender 
consumption, and so many other forms of human shallowness and behaviors are part 
of her quest. This is what she discovered, and all the involved reasons revealed. 
 
 
As any respected expeditionist, she quietly observes and classifies. As a visionist. As a 
hungry expert. As a mentalist. 
 
Lurking around her own self, and wandering through her habits and personality, Sandra 
discovers that she herself is a world. That there are wild dimensions and planes within 
her mind, and the places around it. But we don´t rule our inner worlds. On the contrary, 
we are enslaved by them. 
 
Consciousness is a dangerous farm. Committed to itself, within the rigid structures of 
our bodies. We are vessels. According to Sandra Cordero, conduct and behavior are 
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passional-undercover-life forms that systematically inhabit us. And there is a vast array 
of them. As a crucial part of her findings, human emotions play a clear role in 
everything. Some sort of evolution has led the human feelings and compulsions to 
become "incarnated". These life forms are tenacious. They represent and control our 
wit.  
 
This exhibition presents part of the large taxonomy of Sandra Cordero´s study on 
human shallowness and its spirits. Taken from fashion magazines, the artist shapes up 
a sort of cute lifelings with eager standards toward consumption, desire and 
contemporary neediness. Through cardboard and paper cutouts, she reaches an 
almost-installative powerful state in her art pieces, that may be easily understood as a 
visual document or a satirical essay on our weak common drives.  
 
We feed them. We cultivate them. We host them. Yet we don´t know them. We can´t 
see them. And they are eating us alive, as we speak. 
 
Microorganisms? 
-Think again. 
 
  
Luis Ramaggio 
Curator 


